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The Essential Guide to Flash CS4Friends of Ed, 2009
If you're familiar with the basics of Flash, then The Essential Guide to Flash CS4 will take you further in all aspects of the application, animation, sound, 3D, Inverse Kinematics, the drawing tools, ActionScript, and much more. This book takes all the good bits of Flash CS4 and demonstrates them in methodical and intuitive exercises full of hints...
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CVD Diamond for Electronic Devices and SensorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Synthetic diamond is diamond produced by using chemical or physical processes. Like naturally occurring diamond it is composed of a three-dimensional carbon crystal. Due to its extreme physical properties, synthetic diamond is used in many industrial applications, such as drill bits and scratch-proof coatings, and has the potential to be used in...
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Social Semantics: The Search for Meaning on the Web (Semantic Web and Beyond)Springer, 2012

	Social Semantics: The Search for Meaning on the Web provides a unique introduction to identity and reference theories of the World Wide Web, through the academic lens of philosophy of language and data-driven statistical models. The Semantic Web is a natural evolution of the Web, and this book covers the URL-based Web architecture...
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Security Assessment: Case Studies for Implementing the NSA IAMSyngress Publishing, 2004
The National Security Agency's INFOSEC Assessment Methodology (IAM) provides guidelines for performing an analysis of how information is handled within an organization: looking at the systems that store, transfer, and process information. It also analyzes the impact to an organization if there is a loss of integrity, confidentiality, or...
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Making Musical Apps: Real-time audio synthesis on Android and iOSO'Reilly, 2012

	Pure Data (Pd) is a programming language for digital audio and more. Written by Miller Puckette in the 1990s and under active development ever since, Pd has established itself as one of the leading open-source packages for computer music, and it remains largely interoperable with its commercial cousin, Max/MSP. A Pd program,...
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Handbook of Database Security: Applications and TrendsSpringer, 2007
Database security has been gaining a great deal of importance as industry, military, and government organizations have increasingly adopted Internet-based technologies on a large-scale, because of convenience, ease of use, and the ability to take advantage of rapid advances in the commercial market. Along with the traditional security aspects of...
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Systems Engineering with SysML/UML: Modeling, Analysis, Design (The OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
According to the Boeing Commercial Aircraft Company, a Boeing 747-400 aircraft has a maximum gross take-off weight (including a typical 416 passengers, 171 cubic meters of freight in the cargo hold, and over 200,000 kg of fuel) of nearly 400,000 kg. Four behemoth engines push the bird at up to 88 percent of the speed of sound for unbelievable...
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Embedded Software Development with eCosPrentice Hall, 2002

	In 1997. there were over 100 commercially supported embedded operating systems, none of which had more than a minority share of the overall embedded OS market, not to mention countless thousands of others developed for specific projects (cell phones, radar arrays, networking equipment, etc.) that had no application developer base beyond that...
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3D Printing with SketchUpPackt Publishing, 2014

	Real-world case studies to help you design models in SketchUp for 3D printing on anything ranging from the smallest desktop machines to the largest industrial 3D printers


	Overview

	
		Learn how to design beautiful architectural models that will print on any 3D printer
	
		Packed with clearly...
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Lua Quick Start Guide: The easiest way to learn Lua programmingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		The easiest way to learn Lua programming

	
		Key Features

		
			The easiest way to learn Lua coding
	
			Use the Lua standard libraries and debug Lua code
	
			Embed Lua as a scripting language using the Lua C API


	
		Book Description

	
		Lua is a...
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Performance Tuning for Linux(R) ServersIBM Press, 2005
Proven techniques for optimizing web, file, print, database, and application  servers Practical introductions to open source performance management tools  Easy-to-understand examples based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Novell SUSE  Linux Enterprise ServerAn indispensable guide to maximizing Linux system and  application performanceFrom Wall...
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Hack Proofing Your Wireless NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2002
When the concept of a network without wires was first suggested more than two
decades ago, it sparked the imagination of scientists, product vendors, and users
around the globe eager for the convenience and flexibility of a free roaming connection.
Unfortunately, as the variety of wireless solutions began to emerge, anticipation...
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